USING MACHINE LEARNING OPERATORS FOR RASTER AND FEATURE CLASSIFICATION
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Using This Manual

This manual contains step-by-step instructions on how to perform certain processes. You should be aware that each exercise provides a single path through the application's tools. In most cases, there are various ways to maximize tool usage, depending on the individual project.

This exercise manual is provided to the student, along with all images used by the instructor. Copies of the presentation slides are available upon request. This provides the capability for recreating the processes performed in class at a later date, as well as the key points on any theory involved.

Exercise Conventions

Section Title Page States the objective of the exercises and lists the application tools to be used within the various tasks.

Exercise Tasks Each exercise is split into a set of tasks. After the course, these tasks will help you locate within the manual where you performed a certain set of steps.

Questions The instructor may quiz and/or review with you, following each exercise.

Notational Conventions

Bold Text Any text that is bold indicates buttons, tabs, group names, dialogs, and field names that are visible in the workspace.

Monospace Text Any text that is monospace indicates a file name, text entered by you, or code such as HTML, XML, JavaScript.

Graphics To help you locate buttons and objects used in the exercises, the button icons will be next to the button name in the text.

Diagrams Optional diagrams can show you how to use some of the application's tools.

This is a tip, describing a different way you can enter information into the software or giving relevant information about the software.
This is a reference book, listing an external location (website, Help document) where you can read or see more information.
Section 1: Classification using Machine Learning Operators

Section Objective

Learn how to build spatial models that use machine learning operators to do raster and feature classification.

Tools Used

2D Viewer
The main “map display” panel used in ERDAS IMAGINE to display and interact with imagery, vectors, point clouds, annotation, etc.

Spatial Model Editor
The IMAGINE Spatial Modeler provides you with hundreds of functions, algorithms and analytical routines that can easily be chained together into models that solve complex Geospatial problems.
Exercise 1: Feature Classification

Objective
Students will gain an understanding of the process involved in performing features classification with machine learning operators. This includes:

- Preparing the training data
- Initializing the machine learning algorithm
- Performing the classification

Task 1: Explore the input dataset

In this task, we will get familiar with the data we will use for the exercise.

1. Start ERDAS IMAGINE.
2. Click File > Open > Raster Layer. Browse to the data directory.
3. Select land_cover.img. Click OK.
4. You may use Fit to Screen, Zoom and Roam through the image to get a sense of the image contents.
5. Click File > Open > Vector Layer. Browse to the data directory.
6. Select unclassified_land_cover_segments.shp. Click OK.
   This shape file is generated from the land cover image by performing FLS segmentation on it.
7. Click File > New > 2D View to start a new 2D viewer.
8. Click File > Open > Raster Layer. Browse to the data directory.
9. Select land_cover.img. Click OK.
10. Select land_cover_training_data.shp. Click OK.
11. Right click on the shapefile name in the Contents folder and select Display Attribute Table.
    Let’s style the shapefile display by its Name attribute.
12. Click on the Style tab of the ribbon interface, then click on Unique Value button from the Categorization group.
13. Select Name attribute name from the Unique Value dialog to specify the attribute to be used for generating symbology.
    This data is a subset of the shapefile generated by FLS segmentation. The polygons in this shapefile have their land cover type assigned manually. We will use this subset shape file as our training data to classify the shapefile generated by the FLS segmentation.
Task 2: Prepare the training dataset

We have to decide which attributes of the training data to use to train the machine learning algorithm that will be used for the classification.

Since the polygons in the shapefile are derived from the raster data based on radiometric information, we will use radiometric information (mean and standard deviation) of the raster image contained within each polygon as the training attribute.

Let’s build a spatial model that will generate a feature that will have these information as its attribute.

1. Click File > Close > Close All Views to close all viewers.
2. Click File > New > Spatial Model Editor to open a new Spatial Model Editor window.
3. In the Operators panel, scroll down to the Input category and expand it. Select the Features Input operator and drag it onto the left side of the Editor.
4. Drag Raster Input operator from the Input category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
5. Drag Raster Statistics Per Features from the Zonal category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
6. Drag Features Output operator from the Output category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
7. Click on the Raster Statistics Per Features operator and in the Properties panel check on the Show column for ComputeMean and ComputeStdDev port.
Mean is computed by default (so is set to true), while standard deviation is not computed by default. Double click on the **ComputeStdDev** port and check the **ComputeStdDev** on.

8. Connect the various operators in the Editor as shown below.

![Diagram of connected operators](image)

9. Click **File > Save > Spatial Model**. Name the model **Data_prep.gmdx** and click **OK**.

10. In the **Spatial Modeler** tab, click the **Run** button.

    The model runs, creating a shapefile output that has the computed metrics as its attributes

11. Click **File > Close > Close All Views** to close all viewers.

12. Click **File > New > 2D View** to start a new 2D viewer.

13. Click **File > Open > Vector Layer**. Browse to the data directory.

14. Select **land_cover_training_data_w_attributes.shp**. Click **OK**.

15. Right click on the shapefile name in the Contents folder and select **Display Attribute Table**. Let's style the shapefile display by its **Name** attribute.
Exercise 1: Feature Classification

We have now created a shape file that has mean and standard deviation (texture) values for the polygons representing the various land cover types. Note that the Mean and StdDev values are generated per band.

Task 3: Prepare the data to be classified

The data to be classified also needs to have the same attributes that were used for training the algorithm. So we will generate Per band Mean and StdDev values for the segments of the data to be classified.

1. Click File > Close > Close All Views to close all viewers.
2. Click File > New > Spatial Model Editor to open a new Spatial Model Editor window.
3. Click the File > Open > Open Spatial Model. The Select Spatial Model dialog opens.
4. Navigate to the data directory and click on Data_prep.gmdx to highlight it in the File Chooser.
5. Click OK and the spatial model opens in the Spatial Model Editor.
6. Replace the input shape file by double clicking on the Filename port of the Features Input operator.
7. Browse to the data directory. Select unclassified_land_cover_segments.shp. Click OK.
8. Replace the output shape file by double clicking on the Filename port of the Features Output operator.

Dismiss the Attention dialog by clicking No since we do not want to overwrite the updated training data.
9. Specify unclassified_land_cover_segments_w_attributes.shp as the output file. Click OK.

10. In the Spatial Modeler tab, click the Run button.

   The model runs, creating a shapefile output that has the computed metrics as its attributes.

11. Click File > Close > Close All Views to close all viewers.

12. Click File > New > 2D View to start a new 2D viewer.

13. Click File > Open > Vector Layer. Browse to the data directory.

14. Select unclassified_land_cover_segments_w_attributes.shp. Click OK.

15. Right click on the shapefile name in the Contents folder and select Display Attribute Table.
Exercise 1: Feature Classification

Task 4: Train the Machine Learning algorithm

For this exercise we will use the random forest algorithm to classify the features into the various land cover types. Prior to classification, the algorithm needs to be initialized with the training data. Initialization is the process of creating a machine intellect by training the machine learning algorithm.

1. Click File > Close > Close All Views to close all viewers.
2. Click File > New > Spatial Model Editor to open a new Spatial Model Editor window.
3. In the Operators panel, scroll down to the Input category and expand it. Select the Features Input operator and drag it onto the left side of the Editor.
4. Drag Select Attributes operator from the Feature Schema category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
5. Drag Initialize Random Forest operator from the Classification category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
6. Drag Machine Intellect Output operator from the Output category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
7. Connect the various operators in the Editor as shown below.
8. Double Click on the Filename port of the Features Input operator.
   We will be Initializing the Random Forest algorithm based on the training data that has the attributes we generated for doing the classification.

9. Browse to the data directory. Select land_cover_training_data_w-attributes.shp. Click OK.
   The feature to be used for initialization has to only have attributes that will be used for the initialization. If there are non-geometry attributes that will not be used in the initialization process, they need to be removed from the feature stream.
   The training data has two non-geometry attributes. We will use Select Attributes operator to select the attributes that will be used for the training.

10. Double Click on the AttributeNames port of the Select Attributes operator.

11. In the Select Attributes Dialog, select the attributes to be used for training as shown in the figure below. Click OK.
12. Double Click on the **AttributeName** port of the **Initialize Random Forest** operator. We will use the Name attribute of the training data as the Class name of the various land cover types.

13. In the **Input Text** dialog, enter "**Name**" as the value for **AttributeName**. Click **OK**

14. Double-click the **Filename** port of the **Machine Intellect Output** operator.

15. Browse to the data directory. Specify `rf_land_cover.miz` as the output File Name. Click **OK**
16. Click **File > Save > Spatial Model**. Name the model `init_rf.gmdx` and click **OK**.

17. In the **Spatial Modeler** tab, click the **Run** button.

   The model runs, creating the machine intellect that will be used in the next step for classification.

---

**Task 5: Classify using Machine Intellect**

In this task, we will create a spatial model that uses the machine intellect created in the step above to perform feature classification.

1. Click **File > Close > Close All Views** to close all viewers.

2. Click **File > New > Spatial Model Editor** to open a new Spatial Model Editor window.

3. In the **Operators** panel, scroll down to the **Input category** and expand it. Select the **Features Input** operator and drag it onto the left side of the Editor.

4. Drag **Machine Intellect Input** operator from the **Input** category in the **Operators** panel into the Editor.

5. Drag **Classify Using Machine Learning** operator from the **Classification** category in the **Operators** panel into the Editor.

6. Drag **Features Output** operator from the **Output** category in the **Operators** panel into the Editor.

7. Connect the various operators in the Editor as shown below.
8. Double Click on the **Filename** port of the **Features Input** operator.

9. Browse to the data directory. Select `unclassified_land_cover_segments_w_attributes.shp`. Click **OK**.

10. Double Click on the **Filename** port of the **Machine Intellect Input** operator.

11. Browse to the data directory. Select `rf_land_cover.miz`. Click **OK**.

12. Double-click the **FilenameIn** port of the **Features Output** operator.

13. Browse to the data directory. Specify `classified_segments.shp` as the output File Name. Click **OK**

14. Click **File > Save > Spatial Model**. Name the model `rf_land_cover_classifier.gmdx` and click **OK**.

15. In the **Spatial Modeler** tab, click the **Run** button.
The model runs, creating a shapefile with classified segments.

Task 6: Analyse the result

In this
1. Click **File > Close > Close All Views** to close all viewers.
2. Click **File > New > 2D View** to start a new 2D viewer.
3. Click **File > Open > Raster Layer.** Browse to the data directory.
4. Select **land_cover.img.** Click **OK.**
5. Click **File > Open > Vector Layer.** Browse to the data directory.
6. Select **land_cover_training_data_w_attributes.shp.** Click **OK.**
7. Click **File > New > 2D View** to start a new 2D viewer.
8. Click **File > Open > Raster Layer.** Browse to the data directory.
9. Select **land_cover.img.** Click **OK.**
10. Click **File > Open > Vector Layer.** Browse to the data directory.
11. Select **classified_segments.shp.** Click **OK.**
12. On the **Home** tab, **Extent** group, click the **Fit to Frame** button to see the full extent of the displayed data. Do this for both views.
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You can make a visual analysis of the training data and the classified segments by displaying each class on both views.
Exercise 2: Raster Classification

Objective
Students will gain an understanding of the process involved in performing raster classification with machine learning operators. This includes:

- Preparing the training data
- Initializing the machine learning algorithm
- Performing the classification

Task 1: Explore the input dataset

In this task, we will get familiar with the data we will use for the exercise.

1. Start ERDAS IMAGINE.
2. Click File > Open > Raster Layer. Browse to the data directory.
3. Select land_cover.img. Click OK.
4. You may use Fit to Screen, Zoom and Pan tools to get a sense of the image contents.
5. This is the image we will attempt to classify in this exercise
6. Click File > Open > Vector Layer. Browse to the data directory.
7. Select land_cover_training_points.shp. Click OK.
8. Right click on the shapefile name in the Contents folder and select Display Attribute Table. Let's style the shapefile display by its Name attribute.
9. Click on the Style tab of the ribbon interface, then click on Unique Value button from the Categorization group.
10. Select Name attribute name from the Unique Value dialog to specify the attribute to be used for generating symbology.

We will use this shape file as our training data to classify the image.
Task 2:  Prepare the training dataset

We have to decide which attributes of the training data to use to train the machine learning algorithm that will be used for the classification.

Since we are classifying the image, the DN values of the pixels will be used as the basis for classification.

Let’s first extract the DN value of the images at the training points and add a feature that has the DN values as an attribute, as an attribute to the shape file. We will do that by building a spatial model.

11. Click **File > Close > Close All Views** to close all viewers.
12. Click **File > New > Spatial Model Editor** to open a new Spatial Model Editor window.
13. In the **Operators** panel, scroll down to the **Input category** and expand it. Select the **Features Input** operator and drag it onto the left side of the Editor.
14. Drag **Raster Input** operator from the **Input category** in the **Operators** panel into the Editor.
15. Drag **Raster Statistics Per Features** from the **Zonal category** in the **Operators** panel into the Editor.
16. Drag **Features Output** operator from the **Output category** in the Operators panel into the Editor.
17. Click on the Raster Statistics Per Features operator and in the Properties panel check on the Show column for **ComputeMean** and **MeanAttributeBaseName** port. We will use the **Mean** as a proxy for the DN value (Since the mean of a single value is itself). We will change the name of the attribute to be created in the output feature stream to something that better reflects what we are creating.

Mean is computed by default (so is set to true),

Double click on the **MeanAttributeBaseName** port and change the value to **DNV_B** (DN Value). The output stream will have attributes DNV_B1,…, DNV_B4 since the image has 4 bands.

18. Connect the various operators in the Editor as shown below.

![Diagram of the workflow](image)

19. Click **File > Save > Spatial Model**. Name the model **Data_prep2.gmdx** and click **OK**.

20. In the **Spatial Modeler** tab, click the **Run** button.

The model runs, creating a shapefile output that has the computed metrics as its attributes.

21. Click **File > Close > Close Spatial Model Editor** to close the Spatial Model Editor window.

22. Click **File > New > 2D View** to start a new 2D viewer.

23. Click **File > Open > Vector Layer**. Browse to the data directory.

24. Select **land_cover_training_points_w_attributes.shp**. Click **OK**.

25. Right click on the shapefile name in the Contents folder and select **Display Attribute Table**.

Let’s style the shapefile display by its **Name** attribute.
We have now created a shape file that has the raster DN values at the points locations as an its attribute.

**Task 4: Train the Machine Learning algorithm**

For this exercise we will use the random forest algorithm to classify the features into the various land cover types. Prior to classification, the algorithm needs to be initialized with the training data. Initialization is the process of creating a machine intellect by training the machine learning algorithm.

1. Click File > Close > Close 2D View to close the 2D viewer.
2. Click File > New > Spatial Model Editor to open a new Spatial Model Editor window.
3. In the Operators panel, scroll down to the Input category and expand it. Select the Features Input operator and drag it onto the left side of the Editor.
4. Drag Select Attributes operator from the Feature Schema category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
5. Drag Initialize Random Forest operator from the Classification category in the Operators panel into the Editor.
6. Drag **Machine Intellect Output** operator from the **Output** category in the **Operators** panel into the Editor.

Connect the various operators in the Editor as shown below.

Double Click on the **Filename** port of the **Features Input** operator.

We will be Initializing the Random Forest algorithm based on the training data that has the attributes we generated for doing the classification.

Browse to the data directory. Select `land_cover_training_points_w_attributes.shp`. Click **OK**.

The feature to be used for initialization has to only have attributes that will be used for the initialization. If there are non-geometry attributes that will not be used in the initialization process, they need to be removed from the feature stream.

The training data has two non-geometry attributes. We will use **Select Attributes** operator to select the attributes that will be used for the training.

Double Click on the **AttributeName** port of the **Select Attributes** operator.

In the Select **Attributes Dialog**, select the attributes to be used for training as shown in the figure below. Click **OK**.
Double Click on the ClassAttributeName port of the Initialize Random Forest operator.

We will use the Name attribute of the training data as the Class name of the various land cover types.

In the Input Text dialog, enter “Name” as the value for ClassAttributeName. Click OK.

Double-click the FilenameIn port of the Machine Intellect Output operator.

Browse to the data directory. Specify rf_land_cover.miz as the output File Name. Click OK.
Click **File > Save > Spatial Model**. Name the model `init_rf.gmdx` and click **OK**.

In the **Spatial Modeler** tab, click the **Run** button.

The model runs, creating the machine intellect that will be used in the next step for classification.
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